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Editorial: A start to stop abuse
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THE ISSUE:

Proposed legislation would require courts to treat child abuse and

endangerment allegations more seriously.

THE STAKES:

The deaths of hundreds of kids over the last decade make a

powerful case for this bill.

----

Some things should not need a law to make them happen. An

investigation into an allegation of child abuse surely should be one

of them, especially when that accusation comes from one of the

child’s parents and is made in court.
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Yet it’s going to take a law, apparently, to require Family Courts in

New York to look into allegations that a child is in danger of harm.

It’s going to take a law, too, to stop courts from giving undue

weight to claims that one parent is falsely accusing the other

merely as a legal tactic. And it’s going to take a law to require

Family Court judges and other court staff to be trained to recognize

signs of domestic violence.

It’s welcome news, then, that Assemblymember Andrew Hevesi,

D-Queens, has wrapped these requirements into a bill that should

be high priority in this legislative session.

The bill is a good start in addressing some of the shortcomings in

how child abuse cases are handled by Family Court and New

York’s child protective system. As the Times Union’s Chris Bragg

has documented in articles over much of the past year, children

whose families were already in the court or the child protective

system have died at the hands of parents who were allowed

continued access to them even after concerns were raised about

abuse, violent tendencies or mental instability.

Mr. Hevesi’s bill is named “Kyra’s Law,” after a Long Island girl who

was killed by her father at the age of 2. Her mother had

complained that the father was unstable, suicidal, and stalking her,

but he was nonetheless allowed unsupervised visitation. In 2016,

he shot the child as she slept, set the house on fire and killed

himself.

The bill would require courts to hold an evidentiary hearing to

determine whether allegations of child abuse or domestic violence

are true. It would restrict the use of a defense that accused

parents have been found to often use successfully to gain custody

or visitation rights — that the accusing spouse was just trying to

alienate the other parent from the child. An accusation of abuse or

domestic violence should stand or fall on evidence, not speculation

about legal tactics. And it would mandate training, essential to help

judges and other court personnel vet these allegations.

More needs to be done, including overhauling procedures that

allow county child protective agencies to seal the records of

investigations into the deaths of children who die on their watch —



which has happened 725 times since 2010. Such suppression,

often done in the name of somehow protecting surviving siblings,

makes it difficult to determine if agencies are doing their jobs

properly.

And even in a time of tight state budgets, it’s essential that courts

and child protective agencies have sufficient funding. Without

enough judges, sufficient staffing to investigate domestic violence

and abuse, or money for training to help courts recognize abusive

or otherwise dangerous conditions, all the well-intentioned laws in

the world will do nothing to protect children.


